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Abstract

We introduce a new type of problems for math
word problem (MWP) solvers, named Noun-
MWPs, whose answer is a non-numerical string
containing a noun from the problem text. We
present a novel method to empower existing
MWP solvers to handle Noun-MWPs, and ap-
ply the method on Expression-Pointer Trans-
former (EPT). Our model, N-EPT, solves Noun-
MWPs significantly better than other mod-
els, and at the same time, solves conventional
MWPs as well. Solving Noun-MWPs may
lead to bridging MWP solvers and traditional
question-answering NLP models.

1 Introduction

Question-answering (QA) (Woods, 1968) and QA
problems involving mathematics (Bobrow, 1964)
are one of the classic NLP problems in com-
puter science. Later, mathematics education com-
munity investigated a class of problems coined as
Math Word Problems (MWPs) (Nesher and Ka-
triel, 1977; Caldwell and Goldin, 1979; Ballew and
Cunningham, 1982). Research in solving MWPs
with computers started from purely rule-based ap-
proaches (Hosseini et al., 2014) and statistics-based
approaches (Kushman et al., 2014), through hy-
brids (Roy and Roth, 2015), and more recently
deep-learning-based approaches (Wang et al., 2017,
2018; Li et al., 2019).

Proportionally, the number of publicly available
dataset for MWPs increased; for example, Alg514
(Kushman et al., 2014), DRAW (Upadhyay and
Chang, 2015), MAWPS (Koncel-Kedziorski et al.,
2016), Math23K (Wang et al., 2017), AllArith
(Roy and Roth, 2017), Dolphin18K (Huang
et al., 2016), and ASDiv-A (Miao et al., 2020).
The mathematical depth of the problems in MWP
datasets vary, yet the majority of datasets require
only numerical answers. On the other hand, math
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MWP
Chloe was organizing her bookcase making sure
each of the shelves had exactly 6 books on it. If
she had 5 shelves of mystery books and 4 shelves
of picture books, how many books did she have in
total?
→ (6× 5) + (6× 4)

Extractive QA
In 1517, the seventeen-year-old King sailed to
Castile. There, his Flemish court . . . . In May 1518,
Charles traveled to Barcelona in Aragon. Where
did Charles travel to first, Castile or Barcelona?
→ arg min{Castile : 1517, Barcelona : 1518}

Noun-MWP
Sihyeon collected 64 stamps, and Soma collected
1 fewer stamps than Sihyeon. Junwoo collected 7
bundles of 10 stamps each. Who among the three
has collected the fewest stamps?
→ arg min{Sihyeon : 64, Soma : 64− 1,
Junwoo : 7× 10}

Table 1: Highlighted examples comparing MWP, Noun-
MWP, and Extractive QA problems. Relevant numbers,
nouns, and a novel element in Noun-MWP are marked
in red, blue, and green, respectively.

problems whose answer is a non-numeric substring
of the inputs are frequently seen in real-world math
problems in mathematics education.

Our Contribution
• We bring attention to Noun-MWP, a class of

MWPs whose answer is a noun-substring of
the input string.

• We propose a systematic approach to em-
power existing MWP solvers to solve Noun-
MWPs as well.

• We implement and empirically validate our
approach using a Korean Noun-MWP dataset.
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2 Related Works

Our work emphasizes the need for a new class of
MWPs to complement the MWPs represented by
existing datasets. From a similar stance, ASDiv-A
dataset (Miao et al., 2020) emphasizes the need to
have greater lexical diversity in MWP datasets, and
S-VAMP dataset (Patel et al., 2021) emphasizes
the underrepresented adversarial variations of the
MWPs. Noun-MWP may be considered as a next-
level adversarial variations of pre-existing MWPs,
since as of now, adversarial generation methods of
MWPs (Kumar et al., 2021) do not exceed the cur-
rent implicit limit of MWPs focused on problems
with numerical answers.

Noun-MWPs can also be seen as extractive QA
problems that need mathematics-based reasoning
to reach the correct solution. DROP dataset (Dua
et al., 2019), as shown in the middle panel of Ta-
ble 1, introduces basic mathematical reasoning in
QA tasks. The direct approach to populate math-
ematical operations with arguments (Andor et al.,
2019) faces limitation due to combinatorial explo-
sion of search space in possible mathematical ex-
pressions, and injecting custom math operations
and their templates (Geva et al., 2020) alleviate this
drawback somewhat. To circumvent this, we start
from MWP perspective and use Noun-MWPs as
a gateway to solve extractive QA problems whose
solutions contain more complicated mathematical
expressions.

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Definition

We consider Noun-MWP as a special type of math
word problems whose correct answer is a string
containing a noun from the problem context. In
particular, we consider problems requiring alge-
braic operations +,×,−,÷ and comparison be-
tween numbers. The difficulty of these problems
roughly corresponds to the problems taught in ele-
mentary school level mathematics classes. Table 1
and Table 2 contain two examples.

To infer a correct solution from the problem in
Table 2, a well-constructed series of mathemati-
cal inference and language processing is needed.
First of all, how much milk Eunhye drank must be
inferred from ‘3/7’ and ‘rest.’ Then, the inferred
number ‘4/7’ must be assigned to the corresponding
noun ‘Eunhye.’ Finally, based on the query, the cor-
rect noun answer must be determined. For an NLP

Problem(KR)
아린이는우유한병전체의 3/7을마시고,나머지
는은혜가마셨습니다.둘중우유를더적게마신
사람은누구일까요?

Problem(EN)
Arin drank 3/7 of the whole bottle of milk, and
Eunhye drank the rest. Which of the two drank less
milk?

Candidates : Arin, Eunhye
Expressions : {Arin : 3/7, Eunhye : 1− 3/7}
Query : Which of the two drank less milk?

Table 2: A Noun-MWP example question presented in
original Korean language and its translation to English,
and the sample solution comprised of candidates (in
blue), mathematical expressions, and query.

model to solve a collection of noun-MWPs, both
MWP and extractive QA capabilities are needed,
especially in handling multi-step computation com-
prised of multiple mathematical operations cor-
rectly.

3.2 Solving Noun-MWP
In this section, we sketch the key idea of solving
Noun-MWPs starting with a MWP solver. We de-
compose the process of solving Noun-MWP into
three conceptual steps:
Candidate selection: Extract the candidate nouns
from the context and generate the list of candidates,
as shown in Table 2.
Expression assignment: Generate mathematical
expressions that produce numbers. These numbers
may be assigned to the candidates.
Query interpretation: Interpret the query into a
representation compatible to the underlying MWP
solver. Resulting representation allows the MWP
solver to find the most suitable candidate to answer.

By implementing the three-step process on a
multi-equation MWP solver, it is possible to em-
power the solver with necessary information to
solve Noun-MWPs while preserving its original
capacity to solve MWPs.

3.3 N-EPT: Noun problem solving EPT
To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we
use EPT (Kim et al., 2020) as the baseline multi-
equation MWP solver and empower it to solve
Noun-MWPs. The original EPT solves the MWPs
with the binary tree-based expression tokens, which
consist of an operation and operands. They used
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TAR(target)
Contrast to special token VAR(variable) of original
EPT, we treat it as an unary operator paired with
target noun entity appeared in the problem. This
allows the model to infer the candidates and equa-
tions to assign values to the noun entities.

arg
Special command to generate list of pairs (noun,
value) after the expression assignment. This works
to separate classic MWPs, which don’t require
noun information, from our problem.

find and ord(order)
Binary list operators extracting answer from the
list(resp. sorted list) satisfying query. For example,
(ord,Ri, n) means the n-th smallest element of the
list stored at Ri. Similarly the (find,Ri, n) works
on Ri and choose element indexed by n.

Table 3: Details on new operations of N-EPT, in con-
strast to EPT.

+,−,×,÷ as operations, and applied an attention
block to extract operands from the problem text.
Maintaining the backbone structure of the EPT, our
resulting MWP solver, named N-EPT1, contains
the following key changes:

• Additional Operation Tokens: We introduce
four more operations, TAR, arg, find, ord to
extend the expressive power of EPT to cover
Noun-MWPs. Tokens and their operations are
detailed in Table 3.

• Noun attention: An attention module is
added to predict candidate nouns from the
question text.

• Pretrained word embedding: N-EPT uses
pretrained T5 embedding. For example, a pre-
trained embedding of a word subtract is used
to represent subtracting operation.

• T5 encoder-decoder: In contrast to EPT,
which uses ALBERT encoder and transformer
decoder, N-EPT uses pretrained T5 encoder
and decoder (KETI AIRC, 2021). This al-
lows utilizing pretrained word embeddings
and language-specific pretrained models.

1The code is available on https://github.com/invigorator96/
NounMWP

Additional procedures were added to handle ag-
glutinative characteristic of Korean language – for
example, postpositions included in predicted nouns
are omitted to facilitate exact answer matching. An
implementation example is in Appendix A.

4 Experimental Study

4.1 Dataset

We construct a novel dataset comprised of Noun-
MWPs for empirical validation. We collect Noun-
MWP problems and their answers from elementary
school level mathematics textbooks (최순미, 2020;
한헌조, 2018;김은영, 2018) in South Korea, and
label their mathematical expression manually. In
addition, problems from a Korean MWP dataset
curated by TUNiB (Keum et al., 2022) are also
selected and relabeled. We validated the annotated
solution labels against the answers from the source
textbooks, by checking whether a rule based solver
provided with the solution label can produce the
same answer as the answers from the source text-
books. The resulting dataset contains 604 question-
expression-answer triplets,whose basic statistics
are in Table 4.

Ratio of Problems by Required Operations

+ − × ÷ Simple
Assignment

20.9% 8.4% 18.4% 9.3% 55.8%

Ratio of Problems by Expression Length

≤ 8 9 ∼ 10 11 ∼ 12 13 ∼ 14 ≥ 15

46.5% 39.4% 9.6% 4.1% 0.3%

Table 4: Statistics of our Noun-MWP dataset

Simple Assignment cases in Table 4 correspond
to the problems solved with only simple compar-
ison or sorting, without any arithmetic operation.
Our dataset includes problems requiring more than
two operations to solve, so the percentages do not
sum up to 100. The expression length of a problem
represents the complexity of mathematical reason-
ing to deduce the correct answer, and is an intuitive
gauge of problem difficulty.

4.2 Noun-MWP Performance

Using the Korean Noun-MWP dataset, we vali-
date the performance of N-EPT implementation
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via 5-fold cross validation. As shown in Table 5, N-
EPT achieves over 80% in cross validated accuracy
measured via exact match score, regardless of the
choice of T5 encoder-decoder size – small, base, or
large. Detailed methods used in training N-EPT and
in-depth performance results are in Appendix B.

N-EPT KE-T5 KLUE-RoBERTa

Small 81.67% −% 45.67%
(Std.Err) (2.11%) (-%) (4.52%)

Base 84.33% 6.80% 46.17%
(Std.Err) (2.44%) (9.58%) (5.21%)

Large 82.50% 28.17% 47.67%
(Std.Err) (0.75%) (2.44%) (3.22%)

Table 5: 5-fold CV accuracy in Noun-MWPs, by N-EPT
and two SOTA QA models.

Conventional MWP solvers cannot handle Noun-
MWPs, as those solvers generate numerical an-
swers. As an alternative, we use state-of-the-art
(SOTA) QA models as benchmark algorithms,
since QA models are capable of produce non-
numerical answers based on the given question.

The first benchmark QA model is KE-T5, a
SOTA Korean-pretrained version of T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020) that achieves 86.27% accuracy on Ko-
rQuAD 1.1 dataset (Korean extractive QA bench-
mark) (KETI AIRC, 2021). KE-T5 fails to answer
a great majority of Noun-MWP questions; whereas
N-EPT with the same model specification consis-
tently performs much better. As our N-EPT imple-
mentation contains KE-T5, the difference in perfor-
mance between the two suggests that the expressive
power added to KE-T5 by changes in Section 3.3
is very effective in solving Noun-MWPs.

We also use KLUE-RoBERTa (Park et al., 2021),
a SOTA Korean-pretrained variant of RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) that achieves 75.58% accuracy on
KLUE-MRC (Korean machine reading comprehen-
sion) benchmark as another benchmark QA model.
KLUE-RoBERTa may be handling a smaller sub-
set of problems in our Noun-MWP dataset than
N-EPT, as it shows consistent performance that
peaks at 47.67%, much less than 81.67%, the worst
performance of N-EPT. Significant empirical ad-
vantage of N-EPT over both QA models suggest
that empowering a conventional MWP solver is an
effective approach to solve Noun-MWPs.

4.3 Sanity Check with Conventional MWPs

We backtest N-EPT on MAWPS dataset to verify that
our approach retains the capacity of the original
MWP solver (EPT) to handle conventional MWPs.
Since MAWPS dataset is in English, we modify N-
EPT structure by substituting KE-T5 with Google
T5. Meanwhile, as the original implementation of
EPT uses ALBERT, we also use our own imple-
mentation of EPT with T5 as another benchmark.
We report the mean and the standard deviation of
5-fold cross-validated accuracy in Table 6.

ALBERT model size
base large xlarge

EPT(orig.) 83.41% 84.51% −%
(Std.Err) (0.32%) (1.37%) (-%)

T5 model size
small base large

EPT(T5) 83.35% 84.03% 85.12%
(Std.Err) (1.70%) (1.80%) (1.92%)

N-EPT 83.27% 84.49% 85.50%
(Std.Err) (1.85%) (1.59%) (1.53%)

Table 6: 5-fold CV accuracy in MAWPS dataset.
EPT(orig.) values are from the original source (Kim
et al., 2020).

Similar performance between EPT with AL-
BERT and EPT with T5 suggests that the choice
of the encoder-decoder model has negligible effect
on performance. Meanwhile, unlike ALBERT that
shows instabilities in a larger model specification,
T5 is stable throughout all specifications.

We implement EPT with T5 by ablating N-EPT,
such that it does not have the other changes shown
in Section 3.3 to empower EPT for Noun-MWPs
besides adding T5. Therefore, the similar perfor-
mance of the two suggests that N-EPT successfully
retains the expressive power of EPT in handling
conventional MWPs.

5 Discussion and Future Work

N-EPT demonstrates how to empower a conven-
tional MWP solver to handle Noun-MWPs. Con-
sidering Noun-MWPs are a staple of basic math
education, they deserve to be included in the bench-
mark for a novel MWP solver to gauge its ability
to understand both the mathematics and the natural
language in the problems.

Despite the ability to handle both conventional
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MWPs and Noun-MWPs, N-EPT leaves much to
be improved against harder questions. For exam-
ple, problems whose expression length is longer
or whose question string contains more candidates
are often incorrectly answered by N-EPT. Detailed
plots are placed in Appendix C, and select exam-
ples where N-EPT incorrectly answers are given in
Appendix D.

6 Conclusion

We introduce Noun-MWP, a class of problems that
are frequently used in mathematics education, and
yet to be handled by MWP solvers. We present
a three-step method, Candidate Selection, Expres-
sion Assignment, and Query Interpretation, to em-
power existing MWP solvers to handle Noun-MWP
as well as the conventional MWPs. As a proof-
of-concept implementation, we construct N-EPT
using EPT as its baseline MWP solver, and the
new Noun-MWP dataset consists of 604 questions-
expression-answer pairs to validate the model’s
performance. By modifying the original EPT to
handle noun information and additional operations,
our N-EPT significantly outperforms benchmark
models in Noun-MWPs and retains the capacity of
the original MWP solver. Noun-MWPs may serve
as a novel testbed for MWP solvers to gauge their
understanding of mathematical logic and natural
language.
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Appendix

A Implementation Example

The sequence of expressions in Table A1 shows
how N-EPT uses its operations to solve the sample
Noun-MWP question shown in Table 2. Note that

Label Expression

R0 [TAR,Arin]

R1 [TAR,Eunhye]

}
Candidate selection

R2 [=, R0, 3/7]

R3 [−, 1, R0]

R4 [=, R1, R3]

Expression assignment

R5 [arg]

R6 [ord,R5, 1]

R7 [END]

Query interpretation

Table A1: N-EPT expression sequence to solve the
Noun-MWP in Table 2.

Rn stands for the n-th token. The solver first select
candidates with R0 and R1, and assign proper ex-
pressions to each candidates with R2 ∼ R4. Then
a special command R5 construct a list of (candi-
date, expression) pairs, and finally, R6 determine
the query.

B Experiment Details

Five A6000 GPUs are utilized to run all folds par-
allelly, and we checked accuracy score on test set
for every 20 training epochs. We used all differ-
ent batch sizes for each model but used gradient
accumulation technique to update gradients of 64
problems uniformly. After hyperparameter tuning
with learning rate from [3e-4, 5e-5, 1e-5] with an
ADAMW optimizer and dropout probability from
[0.0, 0.1], 3e-4 and 0.1 were optimal for each. We
also used label smoothing, gradient clipping and
warm up technique as an original EPT did.

As a result, N-EPT achieved following results.
500epoch column presents final accuracy of all

folds while max column shows the best accuracy
on each fold. Though the Base model achieved the
best performance among others, the Large model
presented the smallest standard deviation on both
columns. It can be an evidence of robustness of the
Large model.
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N-EPT

500epoch max

Small 79.67 ±2.33% 81.67 ±2.11%

Base 84.00 ±2.44% 84.33 ±2.44%

Large 81.00 ±0.97% 82.50 ±0.75%

Table B2: 5-fold cross validated performance of new
algorithm on Noun-MWPs.

C Impact of question complexity

We checked the impact of expression length by vi-
sualizing error rate and error count for each length.
We used base model and gathered test sets in all
five folds. It is natural to assume that error rate
grows proportionally to expression length, because
a question with longer expression is harder to solve.
Figure C1 below shows consistent result with our
assumption(Orange bar shows error rates for each
category).

Figure C1: Impact of expression length to error rate.

There are two reasons to explain this result. The
first is the relationship between expression length
and question complexity. It is consistent with the re-
port on (Wu et al., 2020), which showed decreasing
performance of various models with respect to the
equation length on Math23K dataset. The second
is the sparsity of data with long expression in our
dataset. Recall the Table 4 showing that problems
in each category is highly skewed to short problems.
Similar phenomena is observed when we visualize
the error rate with the number of targets, candidates
for answer.

Error rate is low with five targets because easy
question requiring a ‘find’ operator consists most

Figure C2: Impact of the number of TAR to error rate.

of the category. When there’s too many targets to
catch, model tends to miss some of them. Examples
are presented in Appendix D. Since the distribution
of the number of target is also highly skewed, same
explanations mentioned above can be applied here,
too.

To check the absolute count of error case and the
number of problems of each category, see Figure
C3 and C4.

Figure C3: Impact of expression length to the number
of error cases.

D Error Analysis

In this section, we make qualitative analysis on er-
ror cases. We implemented same procedure from
Appendix C. Our model showed worse perfor-
mance on complicated question requiring longer
expressions. The Table D3 shows an example.

Though our model succeeded to find candidate
nouns (Sujin, Cheolmin and Youngsoo), catch the
intention of the query(the most) and compute the
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Figure C4: Impact of the number of TAR to the number
of error cases.

Problem(EN)
Sujin drank 300mL of milk for two days, and Che-
olmin drank 1,000mL more than three times the
milk Sujin drank. Young-soo drank 1,000mL of
milk every day for 12 days. Who drank the most
milk?

Predicted expression
X0: (TAR, Sujin), X1: (TAR, Cheolmin),
X2: (TAR, Youngsoo)
300× 2, X0 = X2, X0 × 12, X1 × 12
(arg), (ord, Ri, -1)

Table D3: Error case of our model

X0 value(300× 2), it failed to assign it to X0 and
successively failed to generate proper expressions.
This shows the difficulty of generating long se-
quences, which generative models usually goes
through.

count percent

Candidate Selection 55 58.5%
Expression Assignment 22 23.4%

Query Interpretation 17 18.1%

Total 94 100.0%

Table D4: Counts and percentage of error cases for each
step. We added the number of error cases for all five
folds.

In addition to the length issue, various reasons
made error cases. As shown in Table D4, more than
half of the error cases came from the Candidate
Selection step. To improve the model, it would be
necessary to enhance the Candidate Selection step,
which is left to future research. We conclude the

section with sample problems that our model failed
to give a correct answer. The selected problems
are sampled from various test folds in 5-fold cross
validation experiment.
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Problem(KR)
국제어린이학교에중국학생이 53명,미국학생은 60명있습니다.한모둠에 10명씩모았을때일본
학생은 5모둠에 5명이남고,한국학생은 4모둠에 9명이남습니다.학생이두번째로많은나라는어
디인지써보세요.

Problem(EN)
There are 53 Chinese students and 60 American students in international children’s schools. When 10
students are gathered in a group, 5 Japanese students are left in 5 groups, and 9 Korean students are left in
4 groups. Write down which country has the second largest number of students.

True expressions
Candidate selection: X0:Chinese, X1: American, X2: Japanese, X3: Korean
expression assignment: X0 = 53, X1 = 60, X2 = 5× 10 + 5, X3 = 4× 10 + 9
Query interpretation: (arg),(ord,Ri,-2)
Answer: Japanese

Predicted expressions
Candidate selection: X0:Chinese, X1: American, X2: Korean
expression assignment: X0 = 53, X1 = 60, X2 = 9
Query interpretation: (arg),(ord,Ri,2)
Answer: Chinese

Table D5: Incorrect sample problem. The model failed to find candidate Japanese, successively the expressions and
query. Note that this is the problem with longest expression with expression length 15.

Problem(KR)
학교에서국어,수학,영어,과학,사회의순서로시험을봤습니다.두번째로시험을본과목은무엇입
니까?

Problem(EN)
At school, I took the test in the order of Korean, math, English, science, and social studies. What subject
did I take the exam for the second time?

True expressions
Candidate selection: X0:Korean, X1: math, X2: English, X3: Science, X4:Social studies
expression assignment: X0 = 1, X1 = 2, X2 = 3,X3 = 4,X4 = 5
Query interpretation: (arg),(find,Ri,2)
Answer: math

Predicted expressions
Candidate selection: X0:Korean, X1: math, X2: English, X3: Science, X4:Social studies
expression assignment: X0 = 1, X1 = 2, X2 = 3,X3 = 4,X4 = 5
Query interpretation: (arg),(find,Ri,3)
Answer: English

Table D6: Incorrect sample problem. The model successfully found candidates and intended expressions, but failed
to find index operand of find operator.
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Problem(KR)
선희는 30분에 10/3km를걷고,진혜는 30분에 2와 2/3km를걷습니다.더천천히걷는사람은누구일
까요?

Problem(EN)
Sun-hee walks 10/3 kilometers in 30 minutes, and Jin-hye walks 2 and 2/3 kilometers in 30 minutes. Who
walks more slowly?

True expressions
Candidate selection: X0:Sun-hee, X1: Jin-hye
expression assignment: X0 = (10/3),X1 = (2 + (2/3))
Query interpretation: (arg),(ord,Ri,1)
Answer: Jin-hye

Predicted expressions
Candidate selection: X0:Sun-hee, X1: Jin-hye
expression assignment: X0 = (10/3)÷ 30, X1 = 2 + (2/3)
Query interpretation: (arg),(ord,Ri,1)
Answer: Sun-hee

Table D7: Incorrect sample problem. The model successfully found candidates and question token, but not correct
expressions. The model tried to find the velocity of Sun-hee but not for Jin-hye.

Problem(KR)
A는한변의길이가 5cm인정사각형, B는가로가 5cm,세로가 8cm인직사각형, C는한변의길이가
3cm인정칠각형입니다.이중에서 ,둘레가가장긴도형을찾으세요.

Problem(EN)
A is a square with a side length of 5 cm, B is a rectangle with a width of 5 cm and a height of 8 cm, and C
is a regular heptagon with a side length of 3 cm. Find the shape with the longest circumference.

True expressions
Candidate selection: X0: A, X1: B, X2: C
expression assignment: X0 = 5× 4, X1 = 2× (5 + 8), X2 = 3× 7
Query interpretation: (arg),(ord,Ri, -1)
Answer: B

Predicted expressions
Candidate selection: X0: A, X1: B, X2: C
expression assignment: X0 = 5× 10, X1 = 2× (5 + 8), X2 = 3× 5
Query interpretation: (arg),(ord,Ri, -1)
Answer: A

Table D8: Incorrect sample problem. The prior knowledge of square,rectangle and regular heptagon is required to
solve this problem, but our model did not learn it. As a consequence, the expression assignment is not correct. Note
that the model succeeded to get circumference of rectangle.
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